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Abstract. The nuclear incoherent 71" photoproduction cross section from '^C is evaluated at 
forward angles in the 4.0 to 6.0 GeV energy range using the multicoUisional intranuclear cascade 
model MCMC. The model incorporates some improvements in comparison with previous 
versions associated with the momentum distribution (MD) for light nuclei - extracted from the 
available (e,e'p) data - as well as the evaluation of the shadowing effects during the photo-
nucleus interaction. The final results of the single and double differential cross sections at 
forward angles are very sensitive to the MD parameterizations due to the Pauli principle, which 
largely suppresses the cross sections for low momentum transfer. The attenuation of the nuclear 
cross section due to pion - nucleus final state interactions is approximately 40% (without nuclear 
shadowing), which is in nice agreement with the predictions from the Glauber model. The single 
and double 71" differential cross sections are presented for possible applications for the 
interpretation of the inelastic background in the PrimEx experiment at the Jefferson Laboratory. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The advent of the PrimEx Collaboration at the Jefferson Laboratory' - which is 
currently proposing a precision measurement of the 71°—> yy decay width by fitting 
the 71° differential cross section at forward angles - has brought a renewed interest for 
calculations of the nuclear incoherent cross section for 71° photoproduction from 
complex nuclei. This incoherent mechanism is expected to contribute significantly at 
forward angles also in the quasi-elastic domain, where the energy carried out by the 
pion is very close to the photon energy. Such a result requires a complete 
understanding of both the angular distributions of the produced pions and the double 
differential cross sections in order to disentangle the relative contributions of the 
competing mechanisms using information about the pion spectra. 

In a previous work^ we have developed an extended version of the MulticoUisional 
Monte Carlo intranuclear cascade model (MCMC)̂ "* for the interpretation of the 
recent data of incoherent % photoproduction near the Delta region for ' X and ""°Pb 
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obtained at the Mainz Microton Collaboration (MAMI)^. The cross sections were 
satisfactorily reproduced assuming that the yN coupling in the 5-channel is largely 
dominated by a Delta isobar (1232) excitation, with subsequent decay into the n^N 
channel. In this work, we have also presented some predictions for the 71° incoherent 
photoproduction cross sections for '^C and °̂̂ Pb within the range from 4.0 to 6.0 GeV, 
neglecting shadowing effects of the incoming photon. Coherent production 
(electromagnetic/nuclear) of neutral pions was also investigated in a recent paper^ 
taking into account the relativistic recoil of the nucleus. The calculations of the pion 
spectra due to coherent production showed that those mechanisms are largely 
concentrated within the quasi-elastic peak, with the total energy of the mesons being 
typically within the photon energy k and A-10 MeV. 

The MCMC model was also recently apphed for the calculation of the r\ 
photoproduction cross sections in Be and Cu around 9.0 GeV^, reproducing quite 
successfully the inelastic background in the photoproduction yields obtained at 
Cornell. 

In this work, we report improved calculations for the incoherent 71° photoproduction 
cross sections on '^C taking into account the shadowing effects of the incoming 
photon, as well as accurate momentum distributions of the bound nucleons obtained 
via the analysis of the 1-5 and l-p proton knock-out data from '^C(e,ej9)"B 
experiments. 

INCOHERENT PHOTOPRODUCTION OF NEUTRAL PIONS 

Momentum Distribution of the Bound Nucleons of ̂ Ĉ 

The momentum distribution (MD) of the bound nucleons in light nuclei consists of an 
important ingredient for calculations in a low momentum transfer regime, since the 
Pauh-blocking mechanism is expected to play a major role. Small differences in the 
MD change considerably the kinematics of the photon-nucleon interaction and these 
changes reflect into the angular distributions of the produced mesons. For this 
purpose, we have investigated several parameterizations of the MD based on the 
current 1-5 and l-p proton knock-out data from the reaction '^C(e,e J9 )"B. Table I 
summarizes the world data used in the calculations. 

The reduced cross sections obtained in the experiments sketched in Table I are the 
spectral functions of '^C integrated in different ranges of missing energies and 
represent the momentum distribution of the bound nucleons taking into account the 
Final State Interactions (FSI) of the emitted proton and electron on their way out of the 
nucleus. For this reason, these distributions are interpreted as the distorted momentum 
distributions, where the distortion effects depend very critically upon the reaction 
mechanism. However, for the evaluation of the '^C structure - which is the crucial 
step in the present analysis - one has to consider the "true" MD, instead of the 
distorted. The undistorted MD for the 5 and j9-shells were calculated in the Plane Wave 
Impulse Approximation (PWIA) in ref 9 (Figure I) and will be used as a reference 
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value for this analysis. A complete review of the MD and the nuclear transparency of 
'^C for proton knock-out reactions can be found elsewhere'. 

TABLE 1. 1-s and 1-p proton knock-out data used in this work 

1-s knock-out 

1 -p knock-out 

Dataset 

Saclay Te*'"' 
Saclay 81<"' 
Saclay 81<"' 
Tokyo 76*'^' 

NIKHEF 88<"' 
Saclay Te*'"' 
Tokyo 76*'^' 

NIKHEF 88<"' 

^m (MeV) 

15-22 
15-22 
15-22 
6-30 
G.S. 

30-50 
21-66 
30-39 

Tp (MeV) 

87 
99 
99 
159 
70 
87 
136 
70 

SiplSis 

2.19(13) 
2.28(7) 
2.31(6) 
2.16(10) 
2.20(4) 
0.84(2) 
1.19(5) 

0.047(2) 

Kinematics 

perpendicular 
parallel 

perpendicular 
perpendicular 

parallel 
perpendicular 
perpendicular 

parallel 

e 2 (GeV/c)2 
0.16 

0.09-0.32 
0.09-0.32 

0.29 
0.02-0.26 

0.16 
0.29 

0.02-0.26 

The momentum distributions associated with the data from Table 1 were fitted 
separately in order to provide empirical information about the sensitivity of the 
cascade model with small changes in these observables. A typical fitting of a specific 
dataset from the NIKHEF experiment'^ is presented in Figure 2. 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 

Missing momentum (IVIeV/c) 

FIGURE 1. Momentum distributions (reduced cross sections) in the PWIA for 1 proton knock-out 
from the s and p-shells of '^C (Ref 9). 

So, the calculations outlined in this work were carried out using the MD in the 
PWIA (Figure 1), as well as the combinations of empirical distributions extracted from 
the data of Table 1. The relative variation of the cross sections obtained in different 
runs with different MD parameterizations provided the estimated systematic 
uncertainty of the MCMC model with this input. It is worth mentioning, however, that 
the label PWIA appears in two different cases in the paper, namely: the MD 
parameterization and the total TT" production cross section (see next section). The later 
is simply the nucleus mass times the elementary cross section from a single nucleon 
but is also calculated using the PWIA for the MD. 
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FIGURE 2. Fitted momentum distributions for the s and p-shells of '^C (solid lines). The data points 
were taken from ref 13. 

Shadowing Effects in High Energy Photo-Nucleus Interactions 

The VMD model predicts a shadowing effect on the nuclear photoabsorption cross 
section due to the direct coupling of photons (real or virtual) with vector mesons, 
which are strongly absorbed deep in the nuclei'"*. Such attenuation of the vector meson 
can be obtained experimentally by measuring the ratio between the total hadronic 
cross section for complex nuclei ayA and from a single nucleon cr^ (averaged over 
proton and neutron amplitudes). In other words, one can verify experimentally that ayA 
< AayM, which is a clear evidence that the physical photon is shadowed in the nuclear 
medium. 

The MCMC cascade has being successfully applied for the interpretation of 
photonuclear reactions within large ranges of target masses and incident energies. For 
low energies - typically below few GeV - the mean free path of the photon is much 
larger than the nuclear radius, typically hundreds of fermis, and the electromagnetic 
interaction between the photon and a bound nucleon may take place within the total 
nuclear volume with equal probability. For higher energies, however, the so called 
hadronization of the incoming photon takes place, reducing the actual number of 
nucleons that contribute for the reaction. So, in order to calculate the fraction of 
nucleons that effectively contribute for the photo-nucleus interaction, one has to 
evaluate the nuclear transparency to vector mesons (V). Such analysis was performed 
in this work using the MCMC cascade model and assuming that the photon couples 
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Mr with a vector meson p (no bare photon component) that impinges on the C nuclei 
•12, For the nuclear density of C we took the shell model distribution from ref 15: 

p{r)--
(floV^J 

1 + 
dr 2\ ( ,.1\ 

exp 
*0 J 

(1) 

where ao=l-65 fm, 5 = (l/6)(^-4) with the normalization A = \n\p{r)r^dr. The 

total p-N cross section <3p^ is assumed to be equal to the total 7r°-7V cross section, 
which is approximately constant (~27 mb) within 4.0 to 6.0 GeV and is calculated in 
the MCMC routine.^ 

The nuclear transparency to p mesons is calculated as a function of the radial 
distance T(r) distributing the impact parameter (b) uniformly in the area of a disc 
perpendicular to the photon direction and evaluating the number of primary p-nucleon 
scatterings. Figure 3 presents the result for the nuclear transparency of p mesons for k 
= 5.2 GeV evaluated in the two halves of the nuclei. T+(r) corresponds to the 
transparency in the region z < 0 and T_(r) for z > 0, where z is the direction of the 
incoming vector meson. 
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FIGURE 3. Nuclear transparency T(r) calculated in the MCMC model for a p meson of 5.2 GeV 
impinging on a '^C nucleus. The solid/dotted line represents the corresponding transparency at the 
forward/backward portion of the nucleus. Details in the text. 

So, the total number of nucleons that contribute to the photoproduction mechanism 
can be written as: 

A^, •H 
T,(r) + T_(r) 

(r)rVr = 7.163, (2) 

where, for the case of a bare photon (T+(r) 
known condition Askad = A. The ratio AsUad I A = 

= T_(r) =1), we easily recover the well 
0.597 is approximately 30% lower than 

some experimental estimates (-80%) and should be further investigated in the future. 
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Results 

Since we have taken into account the shadowing effect of the incoming photon, we 
can calculate the nuclear incoherent (NI) cross section for the photoproduction of 
neutral pions from '^C using the same prescription outlined in previous works^'^, just 
replacing A —>Askad- The result for the single differential cross section using the 
PWIA for the MD is shown in figure 4. 
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FIGURE 4. Nuclear incoherent cross section for TI" photoproduction on '^C. The solid line is the 
PWIA, while the dashed line includes the Pauli-blocking suppression factor. The full calculation 
with/without the nuclear shadowing is represented by the dotted/dashed-dotted lines. Also plotted are 
the upper and lower limits for the full calculation obtained via the analysis of the sensitivity of the 
model with respect to the MD parameterizations presented in Table 1. 

As shown in figure 4, the NI cross section is forward peaked since it is proportional 
to the elementary 71° production on the nucleon^, which present a forward peak 
behavior. The total cross section, labeled as PWIA, is simply the target mass times the 
elementary cross section. The Pauli-suppression of the cross section for low 
momentum transfer is represented by the dashed hue, indicating that N-N correlations 
are relevant up to approximately 4 degrees of polar angles for 5.2 GeV. The inclusion 
of FSI of the produced pions reduces the cross section by approximately 40 % 
(dashed-dotted hue). Such reduction can be further investigated by comparing the 
prediction of other models, such as the well known Glauber model'^, with the results 
obtained with the MCMC cascade. The Glauber model consists of a powerful tool to 
describe the absorption of hadrons in nuclei. This model has been widely accepted but 
has some limitations as it does not include nuclear correlations and the local density 
fluctuations. Another disadvantage of the Glauber model is its inability to predict 
which fraction of the energy of the incident photon is distributed to the bound 
nucleons during the photoproduction mechanism and at each binary n-N scattering. 
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The absorption effects in the Glauber model can be calculated by the well known 
formula: 

N Glauber : — [ (l - exp(- a^^ j p(b, z))}db = 121., (3) 

where one immediately finds an absorption of about 40% (NaiaubeM ~ 0.6). This result 
shows very nicely that two completely different models - the Glauber and the cascade 
- are consistent with each other in describing attenuation effects of hadrons in the 
nuclei. On the other hand, the inclusion of the nuclear shadowing in the MCMC 
cascade yields to a higher attenuation of the nuclear cross section, which can not be 
tested with the Glauber model as it does not account for such effect. 

The double differential cross section including the Pauh-blocking, the meson-
nucleus FSI and the shadowing effect is presented in Figure 5 using the PWIA for the 
MD. The dotted hnes indicate the upper and lower limits of the model taking into 
account different parameterizations for the MD (Table 1). 
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FIGURE 5. Double differential cross section for incoherent 71" photoproduction on 12C. The dotted 
lines indicate the uncertainty of the MCMC model associated with the MD. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS 

We have presented an extended version of the MCMC model suitable for 
calculations of the nuclear incoherent cross section of TT" photoproduction from '^C. A 
detailed analysis of the MD of the bound nucleons was carried out taking into account 
a huge amount of the worldwide quasi-free 1-5 and l-p proton knock-out data. 

The shadowing effect on the total photo-nucleus cross section was evaluated using 
the MCMC algorithm for the transport of p mesons in the nuclear matter and 
evaluating the nuclear transparency. The NI single and double differential cross 
sections were re-calculated using the same prescriptions of previous works and also 
including the hadronization of the incoming photon. The FSI effects of the produced 
pions were taken into account using the MCMC formalism, where we found an 
attenuation of approximately 40% due to absorption and re-scattering. Such result 
showed that the cascade and Glauber approaches are mutually consistent for the 
description of the attenuation of hadrons in nuclei. 
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